Appendix

A Preview of the Next Volume

The true events surrounding the wicked plans of the conspirators and Joseph’s innocence and self-sacrifice for the benefit of the Church will be revealed in the final volume of *Joseph Smith Fought Polygamy*, Volume 4. The chapters being planned for Volume 4 include:

Chapter 1—Joseph Refuted Polygamy Affidavits and Adultery Indictment

Chapter 2—Joseph Continued to Refute Polygamy Affidavits and Adultery Indictment

Chapter 3—Affidavits and Indictment against Joseph Continue to Be Disproved

Chapter 4—Nauvoo Stake President William Marks Believed Joseph Innocent and His Accusers Guilty

Chapter 5—*Nauvoo Expositor* Published False Affidavits to Destroy Joseph

Chapter 6—Nauvoo City Council Voted to Destroy the *Expositor*

Chapter 7—Destruction of *Expositor* Led to Unrest in Nauvoo and Arrest of Joseph and Hyrum

Chapter 8—The Martyrdom of Joseph and Hyrum Sealed Their Testimonies against Polygamy
Chapter 9—Eight Years after Joseph Died, Brigham Produced the Missing 1843 Polygamy Revelation Allegedly by Joseph

Chapter 10—The Fraud of Utah LDS Section 132 Is Exposed

Chapter 11—Brigham Altered and Forged Many Revelations and Documents to Shift Polygamy Blame to Joseph

Chapter 12—Every Alleged Plural Wife of *Joseph* Can Be Disproved

Chapter 13—Every Alleged Plural Wife of *Hyrum* Can Be Disproved

Chapter 14—The Apostasy of the Apostles

Chapter 15—Blood Atonement Became an Official Doctrine

Chapter 16—Joseph’s Closest Relatives Testified That Brigham’s Men Murdered Joseph’s Brother Samuel

Chapter 17—Joseph’s Closest Relatives Testified against Polygamy and Brigham

Chapter 18—Chronology of Polygamy in the Early Church—and a Challenge to All